In discussing finite difference methods for the solution of hyperbolic partial differential equations, STETrER [1] used estimates on some absolutely convergent Fourier series to prove stability and instability with respect to uniform convergence. If/, a complex valued function on the circle, has an absolutely convergent Fourier series, then the n-th power of ] also has an absolutely convergent Fourier series:
A difference scheme determines a corresponding I. If this I is such that the H/nil are bounded, then the difference scheme is stable in the uniform norm;
and if ] is a polynomial with IIl"ll unbounded, then it is unstable [1, p. 407] .
In this paper we supply a proof of the instability, but near-stability of the Lax-Wendroff method. STETTER [1, p. 42t] has shown that this is a consequence of the following theorem. 
l(t)=exp(io~t+9(t)),
--~o<:t<Q, for some ~>0, 0t real, and q0(t) analytic in Itl <~ such that (2) 
9(0 =i fl taN-l--~ t eN +O(t~N+x), ~---~0,
where fl is real, fl=~0, ~>0, and N is one of 2, 3, 4 ..... Then there exist constants C', C, depending on N, such that (3) c'~.N< III ~II < c~'~.
Remarks. 
Itl <q.
For oJ--~0+, the saddles we use satisfy
Since the saddle points depend continuously on co, it is possible to find an A
It will be important that
The Taylor series about a saddle is of the form oo (t2)
q)(t)--icot=q~(ti)--ioati+~,a~(o~)(t--tj) ~,
For some positive constants Mk, independent of o~, We make a contour of 4 arcs in the disk, [t I< e-We choose ~ through t,., ]'= t, 2, along the path of steepest descent of exp {n a, (w) (t --tj)'}.
We connect the beginning of Q to the end of ~ and require that ./7] has length less than 31til, J-----l,2. ~ connects the end of ~ to the point Q in such a manner that near ~ it is in the direction of the steepest descent of exp{n i fl (t--t~)~N-1} . 
where B(n)-+oo and ~(n)-+O. Later, when we estimate II/~11, we shall want also that
B (n) n -(N-~)I4N(N-~) -->0, n--> c~.
Using (tl) we find that for some positive constants C, C 1, C,, Treating the integrand as a square, and using the 2-nd mean value theorem, we find that for some other positive C, C 1,
I]3 + J4l <= c n-ll(*N-1)exp {--C z n ~o (N-[)I(N-
There are some differences when co< 0. In the first place the saddle points we use are different from those in (9). We have as eo-+0-- This time in place of (t l) we have
co--->0--. Note that now for some C~>0
--A_<o~0, where A is again chosen so that It, I <e/2 if I~1 <A For N= 3, 4 .... we use a contour similar to that used when ~o>0:
c,.=]~+f +f +f +f +f=z, +j, +1, +j~ +j, +&.
For N= 2 the saddle points coincide, and J1 +J~ collapses to some J1. The estimate (8) still holds for [It+I3[. In place of (t7) and (t8) we use an estimate similar to (18): for some positive constants C, C~, (25) l Z, + 1,1 < Cl,ol "'c"-') exp{--C 1 n I ~o I~"-~)/~"-')}, --A ~ co--0. Since the estimate (19) also holds on F3,/]4 for --A --< ~o--< 0, we find that for some positive C, C1, Making use of (t6), we estimate these sums with (25), (t8), (t7), and (18), respectively, and find that for some constant C
$3< Cn raN, n = 1, 2 .....
Note that we can also get an estimate from below. In fact, it follows from (16) and (t7) that for some C'>O (30)
B(n) n -v ~ aJ ~ e(n)
From (6) If fl~0, the analysis is similar; it essentially amounts to replacing m with --co in several of the estimates.
